
Is                    the most reliable way to 
gather noise complaint evidence? 

NoiseNet provides noise regulators, project managers and asset 
managers with the data and evidence needed to 
assess, resolve and enforce noise issues. 
Quickly and affordably.
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· Daily noise results direct to your email 
· Close out complaints within days
· Legal Backup  & expert witness available 

(extra cost, but using the same data)
· Comparable cost to gathering 2 hours of data 

with your own people
· Technology to SOLVE complaints, not an “app”

to make raising complaints easier
· S ll able to differen ate between noise 

sources and detect provoca on (extra)
· Proven in court

  Introducing DASHBOARD
Cheaper and Faster.

At resolving your complaints

· Probably Yes:  
· Our Legal Quality 24/7 data gathering and reports 

provide council officers with extended data 
on the frequency and severity of a noise nuisance.

· Easy to install, complete a field report and we 
send you the results:  SIMPLE.

· But we think our service has been 
too costly and too slow.



                                   DASHBOARD
TWO OPTIONS for Gathering definitive noise data:

� Council Install

Your officers install the NoiseNet smart noise 
monitor into the field, submitting a field report.

� Complainant Install

The Noise monitor is posted to your complainant 
via Australia Post.  NoiseNet provides remote 
assistance for them to install the device (forms, 
videos and help-line).  We have built-in 
additional tamper controls including GPS 
tracking, tamper-evident cable ties and more.

Keeping your officers out of the field 
during Covid-19 Restric ons.

THEN:  Let us do the work

We upload the data to our server then analyse using state-of-the-art 
artificial intelligence techniques to extract the relevant data.
We provide you with 
100’s of hours of 
analysed data, quickly 
and affordably.
We present the data 
back to you in the form 
of reports, alerts or by 
DASHBOARD.
Sent directly to your inbox each day, DASHBOARD gives you the power 
of knowledge. Knowledge to assess, negotiate and to manage the noise 
nuisance.  And the confidence to enforce, knowing you have data to 
back up your professional assessment.

                    DASHBOARD
Take Control of 
the Noise!
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NEW



                                   DASHBOARD
Understand the situation on the field with daily updates

Above is an example dashboard, showing a dog-barking complaints.  The 
dashboard shows significant barking by day, and particularly in the early 
morning hours.
This data allows effective communication, negotiation and if 
necessary, enforcement actions.
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See the problems ImmediatelySee the problems ImmediatelySee the problems ImmediatelyImmediately see problem noise 
and visualise pa erns



                                   DASHBOARD
Why should our council start using dashboard?:

� It gives you long-term data to solve long-term issues
Noise nuisance isn’t about one hour, it isn’t about 4, it is 24/7 and over 
prolonged periods of time.  Solve your problem with the right data.

� Get your Rangers out of the field: COMPLETELY
Stand-offs are boring, inefficient, only provide limited data, are expensive 
and put Officers at risk.  With Covid-19 restrictions, we can get your team 
completely out of the field, and save you time and money.

� Third-party, legal back-up
Not supported by management, councillors, the ombudsman?  Or want  
the heat off the council. NoiseNet offers a third party solution for evidence 
gathering, analysis and expert witness services. Mostly we keep cases out 
of court, but in the few cases that have gone to court, our customers have 
achieved their desired outcomes (one win, one settlement)
� Cut the cost of resolution

The Dashboard allows you to receive initial data within 1 day of installing 
the monitor.  Within 2 weeks you have over 300 hours of evidence.  
Enough to close the vast majority of cases.  And the costs are low enough, 
fines may even self-recover costs.

SERVICE NOW AVAILABE:
Limited Free Trials currently available.

Plus we can provide pricing for ongoing 
usage, please get in touch or book a call at 

www.noisenet.com.au/noisenet-next
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With thanks to our 
Amazing trial partners!
Embracing Innovation




